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In a visceral modern thriller from the director of Lone Survivor, Mark Wahlberg stars as James Silva,
an operative of the CIA's most highly-prized and least-understood unit. Aided by a top-secret tactical
command team, Silva must retrieve and transport an asset who holds life-threatening information to
Mile 22 for extraction before the enemy closes in. An elite American intelligence officer, aided by a
top-secret tactical command unit, tries to smuggle a mysterious police officer with sensitive
information out of the country. That may be a low bar since Mission Impossible is probably the
second best action flick that year. I tend to like Peter Berg movies and this is his best by far. The
"shaky camera" a lot of people complain about has been a staple in Hollywood now for 2 decades
and is no worse than the early Jason Bourne films. The plot is somewhat far-fetched (no more so than
MI) and the action sequences don't go over-the-top. In fact the martial arts scenes are great. For
some reason, Berg decided not to really use Rousey in the hand-to-hand fights.

The characters are rough and sarcastic, kind of like the military in real life. All of the acting was
good. Rousey especially impressed me, not that she was challenged to do some light romcom. But as
some 90's martial artists (think Norris, Van Damme, Segal) proved, merely kicking and punching
your way through a movie doesn't qualify as acting.

So, who is this movie for? Do you like Peter Berg and Mark Wahlberg? Are you willing to overlook
some far fetched plot elements for some realistic action? And like the other movies I compared it to,
this is the first installment on what they hope to make a franchise from. All of these articles and
reviews are mentioning that this is a terrible movie because 1) it is about a white man and 2) he has
a gun. LOL. There is a rhetoric out there that wants you to believe that speaking in this hateful way is
justifiable. This is wrong. If you don't like this movie because it is about a white person: check yoself.
If you don't like this movie because it has guns: you don't like action, go elsewhere. If you don't like
this movie because it is about a white person with a gun: please seek help. It is okay to not like this
movie, but not because of racism. A laughably bad film. a5c7b9f00b 
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